POOF!

REPLACE WITH
PLEATCO ADVANCED

REPLACEMENT FILTER CARTRIDGES

Cleaner

Advanced filtration

Pleatco Advanced MiniClear® Premium Replacement Filter
Cartridges are made with scientifically engineered Pleatco
Advanced Point Bonded Pool Filtration Fabric® that provides
the cleanest, purest water filtration possible. Our unique and
exclusive fabric captures high volumes of dirt particles,
out-performing and outlasting anything else on the market.

Safer

Peace of mind

FRIENDLY ADVICE
Many disposable filter cartridges are cheaper
because they are made of inferior materials and only last
a matter of weeks requiring constant replacement and
delivering poor water filtration.
Your typical small pool pump usually comes with a standard filter cartridge made as a secondary product by the
pump manufacturer. Most people
just replace this cartridge with the
same brand. Many of these filter
cartridges simply do not clean the
water properly and are costing your
you a bundle in time, money,
effort and frustration because you
have to replace them every few

weeks just to keep your water clean.
Pleatco MiniClear® Cartridges are Pool Certified and come
REPLACEMENT
FILTER CARTRIDGES
with a 100% Customer Satisfaction guarantee. You can be
Most disposable replacement cartridges are made with
assured of nothing but the very best quality and superior
sub-standard fabrics that do not properly trap the dirt
performance, providing you peace of mind to focus on what’s
and micro bacteria particles in the filter. This means only
really important - the health and happiness of your family.
partial filtration is occurring and much of the debris is
pumped straight back into the pool. Cheap replacement
cartridges are generally made in places where there are
no quality standards applied and products are manufactured using very low-grade materials to keep costs
way down. Also, these manufacturers are not experts in
filtration and have and little regard to customer health or
Pleatco MiniClear Cartridges are made from the highest
safety. The most important thing to consider is although
quality materials and last the entire season long! Our filters
while cheap disposables cartridges may seem to make
return to a high state of performance after cleaning.
some sense...
This means less maintenance and replacing, saving you
time, money, and hassle. In comparison, cheap disposable
the water is yOur pool is only
Cartridges last only a few weeks making them expensive
as clean as the filter you use!
and tiresome to continually replace.

Longer

Lasts all season!
Pleatco Advanced MiniClear® Premium Replacement
Filter Cartridges for small, portable and above ground
pools deliver the very latest filtration technology and are
made from new Pleatco Advanced Point Bonded Filtration
Fabric® providing the cleanest water filtration possible,
all season long!

DON’T COMPROMISE
YOUR FAMILY’S
health & safety

Quality manufactured with
100% unique & exclusive

Think seasonal!
TURN AN AVERAGE small pool PUMP INTO
A HIGH PERFORMANCE FILTRATION SYSTEM

Remove & Replace

PREMIUM REPLACEMENT FILTER CARTRIDGES

LASTS ALL
SEASON!
UNLIKE ANY OTHER
FILTRATION FABRIC!

Superior fabric captures more dirt
GREATER FLOW - SAVES ENERGY COSTS!
EASY TO CLEAN, maintain AND RE-USE
REPLACES INTEX

Save money, the environment
and your family’s health.
Pleatco Advanced MiniClear® Replacement Filter Cartridges
are scientifically engineered to ensure that the water in your
small, portable or above ground pool is clean, clear and safe!
Our advanced filtration fabric traps both large and small dirt
particles ensuring healthy water. Easy to clean and reuse,
our filters last the entire season. This means you can spend
more time enjoying your pool and less time worrying about
the water. All Pleatco Advanced MiniClear Cartridges are
Pool Certified.

HEAVY FILTRATION FABRIC
WITH FINE FIBERS
Pleatco Advanced 4oz Point Bonded Filtration Fabric
contains a high volume of fibers per unit area offering
far greater volume dirt holding capacity than other
filtration fabrics. With reduced pore size distribution
our unique and exclusive fabric provides gentle water filtration flow, easily and efficiently capturing dirt
particles to achieve a deeper level of cleanliness and
clarity than ever before. Due to uniformly placed weld
spots, Pleatco Point Bonded Pool Fabric is strong
and robust, and returns to a high state of original performance after cleaning, meaning greater usability,
longer cleaning cycles and less maintenance.

Pump brand
Filter cartridge
The filter that comes with the
pump is usually made of low grade
materials to keep costs down.

TEX!
REPLACES IN
PREMIUM REPLACEMENT FILTER CARTRIDGES

Premium replacement filter cartridge
made of the highest quality materials
and leading technology

Basic non-exclusive filtration fabric

Exclusive Pleatco Advanced Point
Bonded Filtration Fabric®

Standard PVC Cores
LOW FLOW

Pleatco Free Flow Cores ®
HIGH EFFICIENT FLOW

POOR WATER CLEANING
Dangerous

CLEANS WATER PROPERLY
Safe

OLD FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY

LATEST FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY

Made to be cheap - Disposable

Quality driven - Seasonal

Need constant replacement
costs money, time and bad
for the environment

Last all season long Saves money, time and
the environment

Filter clogs with dirt and is
Difficult to clean.
Does not return to original
Performance

Returns to a high state of
ORIGINAL HIGH PERFORMANCE
after cleaning - reuse time and
again

Poor performance

OUT PERFORMS & OUTLASTS
all other cartridges

Made as a secondary product
Manufacturer - not a filtration
focused specialist.

MASTER PRODUCT made by
PLEATCO the Industry leader in
filtration technology

